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Valley-contrasting Berry curvature and orbital magnetic moment have led to highly selective circular polarization of direct excitons at the K valleys in transition-metal dichalcogenides. In addition to K valleys, Q valleys, another critical point in the conduction band, also possess well-defined but distinct magnetic moment. Being akin to the direct excitons at K valleys, indirect excitons associated with Q (K) valleys in the conduction (valence) band could allow circular polarization in principle. Here, we report an experimental observation of the circular polarization of indirect Q-K transitions in noncentrosymmetric bilayer 3R-WS2. In stark contrast to the circular polarization of direct excitons which depolarizes with increasing lattice temperature, the circular polarization of indirect Q-K excitons is extremely robust and independent on the temperature. Such robust circular polarization can be understood as follows: the spin-orbit coupling in the Q valley is much stronger than that in the K point of the conduction band, significantly suppressing the temperature induced valley depolarization. Our results open up opportunities for exotic valleytronics and quantum information processing applications.
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Circular polarization (CP), one of the most fundamental properties in condensed-matter physics, plays a prominent role in generating and detecting a cornucopia of phenomena, such as spin-Hall effect, valley-Hall effect, exciton-Hall effect, and chiral light-emitting transistors [1–8]. It is highly desired to quest for a system manifesting robust CP. Due to the combination of time-reversal symmetry and explicitly broken spatial-inversion symmetry, K and K′ valleys of monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) enable contrasting Berry curvature and magnetic moment, giving rise to valley-selective CP of direct excitons at the corners of a hexagonal Brillouin zone [9–15]. Besides K valleys, six nonequivalent Q pockets related by both threefold rotational symmetry and time-reversal symmetry are also the critical points of the conduction band (CB) [16–18]. These six Q valleys form two groups (Q and Q′) and also possess contrasting spin, Berry curvature, and magnetic moment [19–21], demonstrated recently by valley-dependent circularly polarized light selection rule, valley Zeeman effect, and circular photogalvanic effect [21–23]. Therefore, indirect Q-K (Q'-K) transitions associated with Q (Q′) in the CB and K (K′) valleys in the valence-band (VB) could possess CP in principle.

However, due to the direct-gap feature of monolayer at K points [24,25], CP of indirect Q-K transitions cannot be achieved. In marked contrast to K valleys that are predominantly from the d orbital of transition metals, Q valleys possess considerable p_z character of chalcogens, which would lower the energy and cause Q valleys to be the conduction-band minimum (CBM) for bilayer and thick layer [16–18]. Although Γ point in the VB also harbors the p_z character of chalcogens that leads to the energy upshift, the strong spin-orbit coupling in tungsten-based TMDCs makes the valence-band maximum (VBM) of a bilayer still at K points [17,26]. Therefore, tungsten-based bilayer TMDCs provide a perfect platform for indirect Q-K transitions [17,27–29]. However, in usual 2H stacked bilayer TMDCs, orbital magnetic moment vanishes due to the restoration of spatial-inversion symmetry [30,31]. Moreover, considerable p_z character of chalcogens at Q valleys leads to significant interlayer hopping and seriously weakens the hidden spin polarization which gives rise to the
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CP of direct excitons [17,30–38]. Thus, the CP of the indirect Q-K transitions in 2H stacked bilayer TMDCs cannot be acquired [33–35].

In addition to 2H stacking, TMDCs have another crystal structure, i.e., 3R stacking [37,39–41]. Compared with 2H stacking, the critical points are the same in 3R stacking since the strengths of interlayer interaction between the two stacking structures are almost equal to each other [29,42]. Strikingly, the inversion symmetry is explicitly broken in 3R stacked bilayer TMDCs [40,41], giving rise to valley-contrasting Berry curvature and orbital magnetic moment [10,19,43]. As a consequence, tungsten-based bilayer TMDCs with 3R stacking phase offer an unprecedented platform to demonstrate the CP of indirect Q-K transitions. Here, we demonstrate the CP of indirect Q-K transitions in 3R stacked bilayer WS2. In striking contrast to the monotonic decrease of CP for direct excitons or the absence of CP for indirect Q-G transitions, the indirect Q-K transitions harbor robust temperature-independent CP, which would be fundamentally important in searching for valleytronics and chiral light-emitting transistor applications.

We first performed density-functional theory (DFT) calculations (see details in the Supplemental Material [44]) to investigate the thickness-driven evolution of electronic structures and the essential difference between 3R and 2H stacking. Figure 1 presents the results of monolayer, bilayer, and trilayer 3R-WS2. In good agreement with previous works [45,46], our results show that monolayer WS2 possesses a direct gap at K valleys coupled with circularly polarized light [Fig. 1(a)]. Moreover, it can be known that the spin-orbit splitting is 433, 30, and 265 meV for the VB at the K point, and CB at the K and Q points, respectively. Compared with the CB at the K points, the much stronger spin-orbit splitting at the Q points would play a key role in CP, as will be seen below. By increasing the thickness from monolayer to bilayer or trilayer 3R-WS2, we can see the crossover from direct to indirect [Figs. 1(b) and 1(e)]. The CBM changes from K point in monolayer to Q valley in bilayer/trilayer 3R-WS2. Strikingly, a quite distinct VBM between bilayer and trilayer 3R-WS2 can be observed. The VBM is still at K point for bilayer [Fig. 1(b)] while becomes the Γ point in trilayer [Fig. 1(c)]. According to these results, the indirect excitons are Q-K and Q-Γ transitions for bilayer and trilayer 3R-WS2, as illustrated in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. Such distinct indirect excitons between bilayer and trilayer 3R-WS2 are further confirmed via temperature-driven evolution of photoluminescence (PL), since distinct critical points harbor different temperature responses (see Supplemental Material for more details [44]). In addition, the Berry curvature of the Γ point is null, thus the indirect Q-Γ transitions in trilayer would show no CP, which can be viewed as a perfect reference.

Since bulk WS2 crystal is usually 2H phase, it is difficult to obtain 3R stacked bilayer WS2 through mechanical exfoliation. Fortunately, the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method provides an efficient path to obtain 3R stacked TMDCs [42,47]. Here, WS2 layers with 3R stacking are obtained by the CVD process on 90-nm SiO2/Si substrates [48], using sulfur and tungsten trioxide powder as precursors (see Supplemental Material for more details [44]). Figure 2(a) shows the optical micrograph of representative samples with the thickness overlaid. The number of layers is first visually identified by observing their interference color through the optical microscope and further confirmed by PL and Raman spectra. The evolution of PL versus the number of layers is presented in Fig. 2(b). The PL spectrum of monolayer consists of a single narrow feature centered at 1.964 eV with the strongest quantum efficiency, indicating the direct-gap feature [46,48,49]. In marked contrast, PL spectra from bilayer and trilayer flakes display not only direct-gap transitions (higher energy), but also indirect excitons (lower energy). The indirect band gap locates at 1.62 eV (1.54 eV) for bilayer (trilayer), in fair agreement with previous results [46,48]. Figure 2(c) presents the Raman spectra excited by 1.96 eV radiation on resonance with the A exciton, which provides a reliable fingerprint to determine the thickness since the out-of-plane A1g(Γ) mode of WS2 splits into N components for N layers [48,50]. It can be seen clearly, from the Lorentzian fitting (solid lines), that A1g(Γ) mode spectra have one, two, and three components for monolayer, bilayer, and trilayer 3R-WS2, respectively. Strikingly, from the optical micrograph [Fig. 2(a)], it can be known that the crystal orientations of distinct layers in bilayer and trilayer are the same. Thus, we believe that our WS2...
samples should be $3R$ phase. In order to verify this, we performed second-harmonic generation (SHG) measurement which is a sensitive probe to the crystalline symmetry [40,41,51]. Figure 2(d) presents the layer-dependent SHG spectra of our WS$_2$ samples under an excitation wavelength of $\lambda_{ex} = 820$ nm. The SHG intensity of bilayer (trilayer) is four (nine) times stronger than that of monolayer, unequivocally confirming that our WS$_2$ samples are $3R$ stacking [40,41,47,52].

Having obtained the bilayer $3R$-WS$_2$, we then focus on the CP of indirect Q_K transitions associated with Q (K) valleys in CB (VB). Figure 3 presents the polarization-resolved normalized PL spectra (left circularly polarized $\sigma^+$ and right circularly polarized $\sigma^-$) of bilayer [Fig. 3(a)] and trilayer [Fig. 3(b)] $3R$-WS$_2$ at 10 and 300 K, excited by $\sigma^+$ radiation with energy of 2.33 eV. We quantify the magnitude of CP, i.e., the anisotropy of circularly polarized PL, as follows [11,12]:

$$\rho = \frac{I(\sigma^+) - I(\sigma^-)}{I(\sigma^+) + I(\sigma^-)},$$

where $I(\sigma^\pm)$ is the intensity of the left- (right-) handed circular-polarization component. Being good congruent with previous analysis, the indirect Q-$\Gamma$ transitions of trilayer $3R$-WS$_2$ are unpolarized at either 10 or 300 K [Fig. 3(b)]. In marked contrast, the indirect Q_K transitions in bilayer $3R$-WS$_2$, in close analogy to the direct $A$ excitons of bilayer and trilayer, hold highly selective CP at both 10 and 300 K. Our results demonstrate the CP of indirect Q-K transitions, which would play a prominent role for exotic optoelectronic applications. More importantly, from the dashed horizontal lines illustrated in Fig. 3(a), it is evident that the normalized intensity of the $\sigma^-$ component for indirect Q_K transitions is larger (smaller) than that for direct $A$ excitons in bilayer $3R$-WS$_2$ at 10 K (300 K). This indicates that the CP of indirect Q-K transitions is weaker than that of direct $A$ excitons in 10 K, but stronger than $A$ excitons at 300 K, demonstrating more robust CP for indirect Q-K transitions at room temperature.

Figure 4 presents the temperature-driven evolution of CP for the direct $A$ and indirect excitons of bilayer and trilayer $3R$-WS$_2$. Within experimental measurement error, the CP of indirect Q-$\Gamma$ transitions of trilayer $3R$-WS$_2$ is null at all temperatures. In contrast, we can observe highly selective CP for direct $A$ excitons of both bilayer and trilayer, and indirect Q-K transitions in bilayer $3R$-WS$_2$. Interestingly, a distinct temperature response between the direct $A$ excitons and in-
direct Q-K transitions is observed. For the A excitons of both bilayer and trilayer 3R-WS₂, the CP decreases monotonously with increasing temperature, being consistent with the results of 3R-MoS₂ [37]. In marked contrast, the CP of indirect Q-K transitions in bilayer 3R-WS₂ is independent on the temperature. Such robust CP of indirect Q-K transitions could broaden the CP sources and play a key role for valleytronics [1,7].

Under steady-state circularly polarized light excitation, the magnitude of CP is determined by the exciton lifetime \( \tau_E \) and valley lifetime \( \tau_V \) and can be approximated as \( \rho = \rho_0 \frac{\tau_V}{\tau_V + 2\tau_E} \), where \( \rho_0 \) denotes the initially generated polarization [12,15,33]. Due to the conservation of lattice momentum for optical transitions, \( \tau_E \) of the direct excitons is much shorter than that of the indirect excitons. Recent time-resolved PL spectra revealed that \( \tau_E \) of the indirect transition in bilayer TMDCs is an order of magnitude longer than that of direct transitions [35]. Therefore, the direct excitons, compared with indirect Q-K transitions, can possess a higher magnitude of CP at low temperature. When elevating the temperature, it has intrinsic impacts on both the \( \tau_E \) and \( \tau_V \), giving rise to the temperature-dependent CP. First, as the spin-orbit splitting of CB is only 30 meV for the K valley, the spin at finite momentum is not a perfect quantum number and can flip with a quick process. The spin flip of electrons could lead to spin flip of holes via strong electron-hole Coulomb exchange interaction accompanying intervalley scattering, which annihilates an exciton in one valley and creates another exciton in the other valley [53–56]. The valley depolarization at K points typically increases with raising the temperature, leading to the decrease of \( \tau_V \) and CP [54,55]. In contrast, the spin-orbit splitting of the Q valley (265 meV) is an order of magnitude larger than that of the K valley in CB. As a consequence, the spin at the Q valley can be viewed as a good quantum number and spin flip of electrons is strongly suppressed. On the other hand, temperature can strongly affect the \( \tau_E \). For direct excitons, the \( \tau_E \) increases with the temperature [57], causing the decrease of CP at elevated temperatures. However, the \( \tau_E \) of indirect Q-K transitions is independent on the temperature [35], which can be confirmed by the temperature-independent intensity of indirect excitons (see Supplemental Material for more details [44]). Both the temperature-independent \( \tau_E \) and \( \tau_V \) lead to the observation of temperature robust CP for indirect Q-K transitions.

In addition, the indirect Q-K transitions, in principle, could possess valley Zeeman effect due to the contrasting Berry curvature and magnetic moment between Q and Q’ valleys [58–62]. Moreover, the indirect Q-K transitions provide a promising playground for observing the intercellular contribution arising from the phase winding of the Bloch wave packet (see Supplemental Material for more details [44]), in stark contrast to the direct A excitons in that the valley Zeeman effect stems predominantly from the intracellular contribution [58–63]. Unfortunately, the quantitative Zeeman shift of indirect Q-K transitions is masked by the asymmetry and large full width at half maximum (see Supplemental Material for more details [44]). Further experiments with high magnetic field would help us to elaborate clearly the Zeeman effects of indirect Q-K transitions [64–66].

To summarize, our results uncover the CP of indirect Q-K transitions in noncentrosymmetric bilayer 3R-WS₂. In contrast to the fact that the CP of direct A excitons decreases monotonously with increasing temperature, the indirect Q-K transitions harbor robust and temperature-independent CP. Such robust CP paves a way for prospects in optical control of exotic spintronics and valleytronics applications at room temperature.
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